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Implementations of v-HGR has two main segments, first is
static hand gesture recognition (s-HGR) and second is dynamic
hand gesture recognition (d-HGR). The hand is a non-rigid
object because it has very high degree of freedom and has
random behavior in movement. Owing to these characteristic
images of the hand region suffer from self-occlusion, blur etc.
The background conditions also play significant role in
challenging the implementations of HGR in real-time
applications [4], [5]. Hence, researchers either work on static
hand postures or use advanced sensor-based camera to reduce
the complexities in designing real-time DHGR applications.

Abstract
An online description of the hand and detection of the centroid
of a hand movement are critical requirements to trace the
dynamic hand gestures. The hand acquires very small area in
the image frame, and due to its nonrigid nature, and random
behavior in movement, the quality of images in the video are
affected considerably, if the movement is recorded from lowresolution camera for e.g. webcam. The image quality further
reduces by the real-time factors associated with the background
and thus, hand detection and its localization become a
challenge in webcam videos. These challenges compel
researchers either to work with static hand postures or to use
advance sensor-based cameras. In this paper we have proposed
a novel method to recognize and plot the trajectory of dynamic
hand gestures directly in true color videos acquired through
webcam. The cognitive learning of Scale-Invariant Feature
Transform (SIFT) features of active hand template in each
consecutive frames of the video help in tracing the path of hand
movement without background subtraction or involving
segmentation process. The determination of active hand
template using Chen-Vese model makes our method invariant
to the hand posture used by the user to perform his hand
gesture. To test the efficiency of the methodology we have
generated three different real-time common scenarios for a user
to perform his hand movement. The empirical results obtained
in different experiments demonstrate that the approach can
withstand the challenges associated with the detection and
tracking dynamic hand gestures when recorded from a simple
webcam.

Broadly d-HGR has two main components in the algorithm.
The first component is the detection of the region of interest
(ROI). The second component is continuous localization of
ROI i.e. moving hand region in each frame of the video. The
robustness of both the stages is a crucial requirement in the
complete design of d-HGR. Due to high flexibility of hand
geometry, users freely use different hand postures to perform
hand gestures and due to the default natural randomness in hand
movement, user use different trajectory to perform gestures of
same meaning. Therefore, it is highly unpractical to build the
system of dynamic hand gesture recognition on a pretrained
model. Another issue which greatly affect the system is the
real-time factors associated with the environment for e.g.
illumination variation, artifacts etc. These challenges are
further enhanced when the video is acquired from a simple
camera which can provide only RGB (2-D) information of the
image. The 2-D data provided by the webcam is insufficient to
derive both the spatial and the temporal information of a
moving non-rigid object such as hand in real-time environment
[6], [7].

Keywords: Computer Vision, Machine Learning, Visual
Object Recognition, Active Contour, Feature Extraction, Scale
Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT), Visual Object Tracking.

Hand-gesture recognition and visual object tracking has
garnered a wide recognition in literature and been reviewed by
many scholars [8-12]. In [8] survey focused on segmentation,
feature extraction and classification process in static hand
gesture recognition. In [9] the survey mainly covers handimage segmentation techniques based on color, depth data, and
moment invariants. According to it, discrete moment invariant
can produce better results in segmenting static hand poses.
Authors in [10] have conducted their study on depth images. In
their opinions, robust segmentation of hand region is a very
important part in tracking. Meanwhile, segmentation based on
skin-color suffers significantly from lighting changes, even if
we use illumination-invariant color schemes. A detailed

I. INTRODUCTION
Applications based on vision-based hand gesture recognition
(v-HGR) have become one of the most active research areas
among researchers. This field has become very wide and has
opened an era of natural and contactless control of any generalpurpose machine associated with home, offices, hospitals, etc.
through hand movements [1-3]. Recently, this field has shown
high potential, to create smart and user-friendly environment
for all age group users.
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comparative analysis including different taxonomies, the
available techniques, application domain, commercial products
and software related to HGR is discussed by [11]. According
to [11] motion-based hand detection is not so much favored as
hand contours are not clear, uncontrolled background is a prime
challenge. The review presented in [12] has compared different
methods using conventional RGB cameras with the ones that
used RGB-D cameras. According to [12], recognition of hand
gestures is challenging as the hand region has a relatively small
area and have complex articulation. The recognition algorithm
must have invariance with respect to the size, orientation, and
the speed of the hand gestures [12].

Similarly, [20] detect static hand poses obtained from a web
camera, using an HSV color space and a convex hull algorithm.
Mainly observed pattern for hand detection are background
subtraction and frame difference. Combining these [21]
proposed dynamic hand tracking using the KLT feature tracker.
To make their system robust, they simultaneously produce
frame difference for both color and grayscale images.
According to [21] the number of features obtained in KLT
tracker gradually reduces in the succeeding frames of the video,
therefore to reduce the chance of losing track or chance of
moving in the wrong direction they have added CAMshift
algorithm.

According to many researchers RGB information is not
sufficient to deduce spatial as well as temporal characteristic of
the moving hand region in practical scenario. Researchers pre
assumed many factors before they conduct their experiments.
According to [13] hand movement is a non-linear movement
and frequently exhibits change in speed and direction.
Therefore, authors included the depth information to treat handregion as a set of moving pixels. They took a reference vector
for the initialization of hand location and added minimum eigen
value in tracking using Adaptive Kalman Filter (AKF). In [14]
both color and depth information are used for hand-detection.
Model-based approach is used to eliminate the whole body
before background subtraction. This process is repeated for
every frame to perform gesture spotting. In [15], again depthbased hand-detection and then adaptive mean shift (DAMShift) tracking approach. According to them hand image does
not contain many distinct characteristics as a face therefore in
their approach they divided the image frame into blocks of
depth data and created 10000 features for an image size of
20*20 pixels. Their tracking efficiency decreases when a hand
is closer to a camera [15].

Our work is influenced by the usefulness of discriminative
features and concepts proposed by [22]. According to [22], the
dominant local features such as SIFT and SURF are more
useful in finding hand region in the current frame and
subsequently capable to describe trajectory of hand motion,
without performing any foreground and background
segmentation. [23] also used SURF features to track hand
motion in an uncontrolled background. In this SURF features
of two consecutive frames are matched against their
counterparts to detect moving hand location. As they used
region-growing approach to predict the location of hand in
every next frame, the number of features extracted for matching
increases rapidly. The main limitation in [22] and [23] is that
they have extracted local features of complete frame which are
very in large. The matching of large number of features
consume more time and thus they have performed the
experiment with low frame rate (8-16 FPS) and small gesture
length (approx. 40 frames). [24] also used SIFT features in
developing HGR technique but the work mainly focuses on
static images.
The literature survey of vision-based DHGR indicates that
detection of moving area of interest and its tracking are
challenging processes in many aspects and researchers have to
add too many algorithms in order to improve their efficiency.
Therefore, to detect the trajectory of dynamic hand gestures
from a RGB videos acquired through webcam, require a
reliable solution to detect the region of interest, and a robust
methodology that can overcome issues involved in tracking of
non-rigid objects in real-time background. This paper aims to
give a simple yet reliable solution for detecting and recognizing
the movement pattern of moving-hand in RGB videos captured
using a simple camera. The distinguishing features of our
approach are:

In [16] electrical signals produced by surface
electromyography (SEMG) are added to the vision-based Leap
Motion sensor signals to increase the gesture recognition rate.
In [17] and [18], the depth data of hand region are directly used
for finding different statistic of hand for example: the number
of detected fingers, position of finger tips, hand orientation, and
palm center. In this case only one or two hand posture are used
successfully for hand movement.
In the current scenario, because of the high sensitivity of RGB
images toward light and scale variation, simple cameras are
mostly restricted to static HGR. Limited works have been
carried out till now using simple camera in vision based
dynamic HGR. Scholars of [4] proposed hand tracking using
CAMshift algorithm. Initially, they used the Viola–Jones
algorithm to detect hand region on a grey scale. To many
techniques, including HSV color space thresholding, Suzuki’s
Border Following technique, and convex hull method are used
to determine finger tips. In [19] design of static HGR is
proposed using background subtraction and HSV color space.
According to them, similar color objects or moving objects
degrade the performance of their hand-detection scheme.

(i)
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For every data sequence, our technique determines
the online shape of moving hand using the ChenVese model [25]. We refer this shape as unique
online hand model or active hand template (AHT).
Thus, our technique is invariant to the hand posture
used by the user to perform hand gestures.
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Fig. 1. The system architecture

(ii)

II.

In this method, we have directly localized the
region of interest in each frame of video by
using AHT, without performing background
subtraction or segmentation process. The
complete process has been accomplished
directly on RGB images (which by nature are
actually sensitive to illumination variations)
using SIFT algorithm. Thus, our technique is
invariant to background conditions.

difference of five. While performing hand movement, the hand
region is the most active and closest-moving area in front of the
camera. Therefore, frame difference of five helps to determine
objects with substantial displacement and avoid objects with
negligible movement.
𝑇𝑒𝑚𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑙 𝐷𝑖𝑓𝑓: 𝐷𝑇 = 𝐹10 ~𝐹5

(1)

The absolute frame difference 𝐷𝑇 now consist of bimodal gray
level distribution therefore automatic thresholding using Otsu
method [26] is a better choice to divide the pixels of 𝐷𝑇 into
two classes C1 and C2, Here C1 and C2 corresponds to the
foreground (objects of interest) and the background pixels.
Using threshold t, 𝐷𝑇 is converted to threshold binarized
difference image’ 𝐷𝑂𝑇 . Since hand is the closest moving object
in front of camera, largest connected area is detected by using
differential blob detector technique based on the Laplacian of
Gaussian (LoG). Here we convolve 𝐷𝑂𝑇 by Gaussian Kernel

THE SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE & ALGORITHM

In this section, we discuss the system architecture as shown in
figure 1. The complete algorithm is divided into three stages
after the movement is recorded and converted into frames:

II.I Active Hand Modeling and Initialization
Accurate hand region detection is essential for a reliable and
successful tracking. Nowadays, applications have to be userfriendly and designed for all age groups. Thus, use of fixed
parameters of hand shape and size while designing DHGR for
real-time applications is not feasible. In the proposed method
we have not used any fixed parameter, and whenever video is
captured the method extract the unique hand posture used by
the user. The process of hand modeling is divided in two parts:
(i) Determination of online model of the target, known as active
hand modelling, and (ii) Detection of location from where the
target has initiated movement, known as position of start
(POS).

1

𝑥2 +𝑦2

𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡) =
𝑒 − 2𝑡
to give scale space representation
2𝜋𝑡
𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝑡) of the image at certain scale t, equation (2) [27].
𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝑡) = 𝐷𝑂𝑇 ∗ 𝑔(𝑥, 𝑦, 𝑡)

(2)

∇2𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝐿 = 𝑡(𝐿𝑥𝑥 + 𝐿𝑦𝑦 )

(3)

𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝑡) is further normalized to capture multilevel blob with
automatic scale selection given by equation (3)

To determine the online model, we produce pixel-wise intensity
difference by subtracting two initial frames with a frame
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The point which is maxima or minima of ∇2𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝐿 at both scale
and space is our interest point (𝑥̂, 𝑦̂) at scale 𝑡̂ or position of
start. The connected region around (𝑥̂, 𝑦̂) is the largest blob or
the region of hand in that frame [28].
(𝑥̂, 𝑦̂, 𝑡̂) = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑎𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑎𝑙(𝑥;𝑦;𝑡) (∇2𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚 𝐿(𝑥; 𝑦; 𝑡))

tracing its centroid of movement in the whole data sequence.
Successful searching of an object has two obstacles. The first
one is natural; created by the object itself. For example, blur
due to speed variation, scale variation due to change in the
distance of object from camera, and occlusion due to non-rigid
nature of the fingers. The second obstacle is created by the
environment; effects of background objects, illumination
variation, and default noises which occur when dynamic
movement is captured. Continuous background subtraction and
segmentation are not feasible for real-time tracking, as it is not
possible to create background model for every sequence, also
background subtraction is a repetitive process that make realtime tracking slow.

(4)

The area detected, consist of hand region and background. This
area has convexity defect, to remove the extra part and to
determine the model of the active moving target, we apply
active contour model (ACM) proposed by Chan and Vese [25],
[28]. The basic aim of Chan and Vese (CV) model [25] is to
partition a given image into two regions that are likely to
correspond object and background regions. This is done by
embedding the object boundary using zero-level curve of a 3D
level set function. Let Φ be a level set function, then, the ChanVese functional is given as equation (5) [25]

In the proposed method, instead of finding the exact location of
the palm’s center, the displacement of hand in between two
consecutive frames are calculated as the displacement of
dominant local feature (AcSIFT) of hand in those frames. We
have developed a technique that can track hand movement in
RGB images directly without converting images into gray or
binary space. The two-level matching strategy of the SIFT
algorithm, designed and described by David Lowe, is the key
element in our tracking process [29]. It enables our technique
to track complex hand movement in a real-time without being
affected by illumination conditions or performing any
segmentation actions. The local features detection technique
identifies locations in an image that are invariant to image
translation, scaling, and rotation, by using a staged filtering
approach. These features have a high distinctiveness and better
detection accuracy toward local image distortions, viewpoint
change, and partial occlusion, and are helpful in real-time fasttracking of a target [29],[30]. SIFT feature has both detector
and descriptor. Each feature point detected is specified by four
parameters: 𝑓𝑖 = {𝑝𝑖 , 𝜎𝑖 , 𝜑𝑖 , 𝑔ℎ𝑖 , 𝑑}. where 𝑝𝑖 = (𝑥𝑖 , 𝑦𝑖 ) is the
2D position of SIFT key-point, 𝜎𝑖 is the scale, 𝜑𝑖 gradient
orientation within the region and d is 128-dimensional
descriptor of key point ‘i’. To remove ambiguous features and
to retain only stable key features we apply a condition on 𝐷(𝑋)
where 𝐷 is difference of gaussian function and 𝐷(𝑋) is given
as

𝐸 𝐶𝑉 (𝑐1 , 𝑐2 , Φ) = 𝜆1 ∫ (𝐷𝑇 − 𝑐1 )2 𝐻(Φ) 𝑑𝑥
𝛺

+ 𝜆2 ∫ (𝐷𝑇 − 𝑐2 )2 (1 − 𝐻(Φ)) 𝑑𝑥
𝛺

+𝜇 ∫𝛺|∇𝐻(Φ)| 𝑑𝑥

(5)

Where Φ is the level-set function defined as the region
{(𝑥, 𝑦) ∈ Ω: Φ(x, y) = 0}, when the zero-level set Φ comes to
steady state it becomes the contours that separate the moving
object from the background. 𝜆1 , 𝜆2 > 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝜇 ≥ 0 are fixed
parameters. The length parameter is interpreted as scale
parameter and possibility of detecting smaller object increases
by decreasing the value of 𝜇. Keeping 𝑐1 , 𝑐2 fixed and 𝛿 (𝑡) =
𝑑
𝐻(𝑡) the zero-level set is computed using Euclidean distance
𝑑𝑡
transform of the binary threshold difference image 𝐷𝑂𝑇 . For
each pixel in 𝐷𝑂𝑇 , the distance matrix assigns the distance
between that pixel and the nearest nonzero pixel of 𝐷𝑂𝑇 .
Through iteration the zero-level line of the evolving level set
function Φ come close to object boundaries. Hence, we obtain
a piecewise constant approximation of the moving hand.
Figure 2 illustrates step by step outcomes of active hand
modelling and initialization stage. An experiment is performed
in a real-time background where the subject is in a room with
non-uniform illumination. Figure2(a) and 2(b) are frame
number 5 and 10 respectively of the data sequence. Figure2 (c)
is binarized threshold difference frame (𝐷𝑂𝑇 ). In figure2(d)
level-set function for 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝐷𝑂𝑇 frame is defined {(𝑥, 𝑦) ∈
Ω: Φ(x, y) = 0}. In figure2(e) active contours of the hand
region are shown in green color. Finally, figure 2(f) is the active
hand template (AHT) for this data sequence. In figure 2(g) the
red color box with red ‘+’ sign is the location of the point of
start (POS) for hand tracking and centroid detection stage.

𝐷(𝑋) = 𝐷 +

1 𝜕𝐷𝑇
2 𝜕𝑋

1

𝜕2 𝐷

2

𝜕𝑋 2

𝑋+ 𝑋

𝑋

(6)

where 𝐷(𝑋) < 0.8. Let the active hand template (AHT) as
shown in figure 2 (f) has 'm' SIFT key features given as 𝑆𝑔 =
{𝑓𝑖 }𝑚 where 𝑓𝑖 is the feature vector at 𝑖 𝑡ℎ location. 𝑆𝑐 =
𝑛
{𝑓𝑗 } are ‘n’ SIFT features in current frame where 𝑓𝑗 is the SIFT
at 𝑗𝑡ℎ location. Since area of AHT remain fixed throughout the
experiment and it is small as compared to the frame size and it.
Therefore, number of SIFT features in 𝑆𝐴𝐻𝑇 are very less as
compared to the number of features of whole frame and they
remain fixed. It is unlike with the other methods which have
used local features [22],[23]. The resultant stable key points of
current frame are matched with the key features of AHT using
nearest neighbour method as shown in equation (7), figure 3(b).

II.II Hand Tracking and Centroid Detection
Tracking an object means finding object location in a complete
frame by using some unique properties of the object and then
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Fig. 2. Results of Stage I: Active Hand Modelling and Initialization (a) Frame No. 5 (b) Frame No.10 (c) D_OT Image (d) Active
Contour Initialization (e) Active Contour (f) AHT (g) POS

Fig. 3. Stage II: Hand Tracking and Centroid Detection (a) AHT (b) FNN pairs between AHT and current frame (c) SNN pairs
between AHT and current frame (d) Centroid 𝐶𝐻𝑀 detection in the current frame.
1 (Active Hand Modeling and Initialization) is constructed
taking 𝐶𝐻𝑀 as center.

The first nearest neighbor (FNN) is defined as the pair of key
points with minimum sum of squared differences for the given
descriptor vector.

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒(𝑎𝑔 ,𝑏𝑐 )
𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑎𝑔, 𝑒𝑐 )

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 (𝑎𝑔 , 𝑏𝑐 ) = √∑128
𝑖=1 (𝑎𝑖 − 𝑏𝑖 )

(7)

(8)

II. III Trajectory of Hand Movement
This is the final stage of tracking dynamic hand movement and
the foundation stage for recognizing the pattern of hand
movement. The inputs of this stage help the general-purpose
machine understand and interpret hand gestures as commands.
However, this stage has not been explained by scholars in a
clear manner. But this stage is significant because the manner
in which we collect and transform the 𝐶𝐻𝑀 of every frame of a
particular data sequence, help in the design of classification
stage and in turn it makes interpretation of visual hand
commands fast and error free. In this method, we have used the
concept of quadrant system of the Cartesian plane to transform
the image frame into 2-D plane. The two-dimensional Cartesian
system divides the plane of the frame into four equal regions
called Quadrants. Each quadrant is bound by two half-axes,
with the center in the middle of a frame. The translation of
image frame axis to cartesian axis is done using equation (9)
and (10):

Where 𝑎𝑔 and 𝑏𝑐 are descriptor vectors of features in
AHT and current frame respectively. Each feature of AHT are
matched against their counterparts in current frame. To narrow
down the numbers of first nearest neighbours we initiate the
second level matching called second nearest neighbour (SNN).
This is done by calculating the ratio between the second nearest
neighbour distance (SNND) and the first nearest neighbour
distance (FNND) of matched feature pair. For each descriptor
𝑎𝑔 in the AHT, let the two nearest neighbours are 𝑏𝑐 and 𝑒𝑐 in
the current frame. If value of the equation (8) is less than 0.8
then 𝑏𝑐 is selected over 𝑒𝑐 and vice-versa. This step gives
features which are very close match of AHT key-points in the
current frame. Out of all the close matches obtained in second
level matching, we now determine the unique key-feature
which has least distance among the pairs. The location of that
key feature is selected as the centroid of hand movement 𝐶𝐻𝑀
in that current frame. A bounding box of size calculated in stage

𝑋𝑐 = (𝐶𝐻𝑀𝑥 − 𝑀𝑥 )/𝑛𝑥
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𝑌𝑐 = (𝐶𝐻𝑀𝑦 − 𝑀𝑦 )/𝑛𝑦

and position of hand is very close to camera. In fig. 5(e)
illumination is less and scale of hand region is changed and fig.
5(f) is the outcome in poor illumination.

(10)

Here 𝑀𝑥 , 𝑀𝑦 are parameters of image frame and 𝑛𝑥 , 𝑛𝑦 are
normalization factors for X and Y axis. Figure 4(a) shows eight
intermediate frames of a data sequence, here subject is moving
his hand from bottom right to the top right of the frame. In each
frame red box tells the location of hand in current frame and
yellow box is the location of centroid of movement. Figure 4(b)
is the collection and plot of 𝐶𝐻𝑀 in the Cartesian plane. The plot
shows the start position (POS) and end position of the hand
movement. The plot in 4(b) justifies the movement in 4(a).

Fig. 5. POS detection in different data sequence captured
different conditions.

Fig. 6. Efficiency of hand detection and tracking of four
different hand postures.

Fig. 4. Stage III: (a) Red box is the location of hand in current
frame, yellow box is the centroid of hand movement. (b)
Plotting of centroid of movement in Quadrant system

Fig. 6 compare the hand detection and tracking efficiency of
four types of hand postures that are used during the hand
movement. To test the efficiency of the proposed system 25
videos for each hand posture are recorded. It is observed that
posture 1 has highest detection and tracking efficiency
followed by posture 2. Posture 3 and posture 4 have good
detection rate but their tracking efficiency is reduced.

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The proposed technique is developed with a system having 2.16
GHz processor and 4.0 GB RAM. The system is enabled with
Windows WDM compatible low-cost camera which can
capture 15 frames per second. To test the proposed method, we
have recorded approximately 100 videos of hand movement
under three different cases (i) when different hand postures are
used for movement (ii) illumination conditions are varied (iii)
different background conditions are used. Number of frames in
the recorded data sequence varies between 100-200 frames.

4.2 Case 2: Efficiency of tracking in different illumination
conditions:
To test tracking efficiency of proposed method we have
selected four conditions as listed in table 1. The efficiency of
the tracking scheme is calculated using equation (12).

4.1 Case 1: Efficiency for different hand postures in
movement: To test the efficiency of our online hand-detection
scheme we have taken four most probable hand postures. We
have collected 100 videos of hand movement, performed in
real-time background with different illumination conditions.
Fig. 5 (a), (b), (c) are the hand detection outcomes in proper
illumination. Fig. 5 (d) is the outcome when user is also visible

𝐸𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =
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𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛
(𝑇𝑟𝑢𝑒 +𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑑 )𝐷𝑒𝑡𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛

∗ 100

(12)
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Table 1. Comparison of the proposed method with Kalman algorithm.
Illumination
Conditions

No.
of
frames
used

Proposed Tracking Method

No. of false
centroid
detection

Efficiency

Tracking with Kalman
Method
No. of false
centroid
detection

Efficiency

Uniform illumination

95

5

94.70%

20

78.94%

Poor illumination

95

8

91.50%

35

63.15%

Bright illumination

95

6

93.60%

21

77.8%

7

92.63%

47

50.52%

-

93.10%

-

67.60%

Dynamic illumination
95
Average Efficiency

-

The efficiency of the proposed technique is compared with the
efficiency of Kalman algorithm in table 1. In this, we have
taken 95 frames in every data sequence. The results in table 1
reflects that in case where illumination is changing dynamically
the efficiency of Kalman Algorithm decrease to 50.52% in
contrast to our proposed system which is 92.63%. The overall
efficiency of our online region detection technique is 93.10 %.

4.3 Case 3: Efficiency in different background conditions: To
test the robustness against real-time background conditions of
the proposed method we have captured videos of hand
movement in indoor as well as outdoor environment as shown
in fig. 7. Fig. 7(a) demonstrates the tracking results in outdoor
environment and fig. 7(b) demonstrates the results in indoor
environment when subject is also in view and the data sequence
in fig. 7 (c) is captured in very poor illumination condition.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 7. (a) Tracking in outdoor environment (b) tracking in indoor environment.
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Hand Gesture Recognition using 3D depth data,”
Electronic Imaging, 2018; 2018 (18): pp. 1-8, 2018

[19]

Chen Z.H., Kim J.T., Liang J., Zhang J. and Yuan
Y.B., Real-time hand gesture recognition using finger
segmentation, The Scientific World Journal 2014
(2014).

[20]

Gurav, R.M.; Kadbe, P.K.. Real time finger tracking
and contour detection for gesture recognition using
OpenCV. In the Proceedings of the International
Conference on Industrial Instrumentation and Control
(ICIC) May 2015, pp. 974-977.
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Singha, J.; Roy, A.; Laskar, R.H.. Dynamic hand
gesture recognition using vision-based approach for
human–computer interaction. Neural Comput and
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[22]
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recognition based on SURF tracking. In Proceedings
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VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed the online solution for handdetection and reliable tracking in real-time RGB images. The
empirical results of the experiments conducted in various
conditions demonstrate that hand-detection using the active
contour method in the initial stage overcomes the challenges of
using any predefined geometrical values of handshape for the
hand detection. The integration of the active hand template with
SIFT features reduces the time of search in matching and
recognizing the moving hand region throughout the video. The
approach directly works on RGB video captured through 2-D
webcam, without putting any constrain on background
conditions or creating motion history images. The proposed
method show invariance for hand shape or the trajectory of
hand movement. The efficiency of the system is 93.10% with a
normal camera. In the future, the integration of the proposed
method and neural network algorithm has a scope to develop
smart, manipulative, cost-efficient user-friendly natural
interfaces.
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